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Book Summary
She was excited about moving into her new house but soon 
learned there were monsters everywhere. She knew she must get 
rid of them but first had to convince her parents they were real. Do 
you believe in monsters?

Mystery, creativity, bravery, and perseverance await. Ordinary 
Monsters is the story of a little girl who believes all the strange 
sights and sounds in her new house are monsters. Join her on her 
adventures as she conquers her fears to learn the truth.

Marketing & Distribution
The marketing and publicity campaign for “Ordinary Monsters” is 
being undertaken by the Newman Springs Publishing marketing 
department. Promotion of the book includes the dissemination 
and delivery of a high volume of press releases, various Twitter and 
Facebook postings, and assorted online advertising campaigns. 

“Ordinary Monsters” is available for wholesale order through the 
Ingram Content Network.

About the Author
Speaking of her debut children’s book Ordinary Monsters, Kristin 
Gibson says, “I needed a way to comfort my five-year-old daughter 
and ease her fears of our new house. I wanted to show her she was 
braver than she felt.”

Born and raised in New Jersey, Kristin Gibson has been writing 
from a young age. Her writing, mostly poetry, was always inspired 
by her life experiences—relationships, emotions, love, and loss. 
Although most of this writing never saw the light of day, it instilled 
a desire to someday do something more.

In college, Kristin pursued communications at Rochester Institute 
of Technology. Her dreams of becoming an author persisted, but 
life had other plans. Kristin went on to receive her master’s degree 
in counseling from Seton Hall University and became a full-time 
licensed addiction counselor in South Carolina.

Today, as a wife and mother of two young children, inspiration (and 
toys) are everywhere. Using humor and imagination, Kristin turns 
everyday life, and occasional chaos, with her family into exciting 
adventures and life lessons. 

Kristin explains, “I want my children to be confident teenagers and 
adults—to be able to explore the world around them and conquer 
their fears. I strive to teach them not to give up and to believe that 
dreams can come true.”

With each word she writes, she imagines a child reading it and their 
self-esteem growing.
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